
We Stand Alone!
The IMTC All-Hazards Incident Management Team O-305 Course
Where Instructional Skill Propels Command Experience to a Higher Level of Learning

The Training You Seek. The Instructors You Trust. The Outcomes You Need.

The Right Stuff The Right Partner

TYPE 3 ALL-HAZARDS INCIDENT MANAGEMENT TEAM COMMAND AND GENERAL STAFF

IMTC, the nation’s most trusted All-Hazards Incident 
Management Team training provider has been the 
sole developer and the field-tester of the ICS 
Position-Specific Courses for the Department of 
Homeland Security/Federal Emergency Management 
Agency and the Emergency Management Institute.   

Each IMTC instructor possesses significant Command 
and General Staff operational experience and is 
assigned based on the relevance of the instructor’s 
specific ICS background to each client’s risks and 
operational situations.     

Unique teaching/training abilities proven through years
of AHIMT, EPA, and NWCG course development and
team training experience

Decades of field command level experience

Extensive AHIMT course delivery knowledge

Respected national NIMS/ICS/AHIMT backgrounds

Trusted AHIMT/ICS instructional design credentials  

Most experienced O-305 and Command & General 
Staff training and mentoring organization   

Most experienced provider to agencies establishing,
training, and maintaining Type 3 All-Hazards Incident
Management Teams

Designed, created, and delivered NIMS-based ICS
training for the entire EPA     

Trained more incident management team personnel
than any other training provider 

“We left with new skills to

 operate as a cohesive team.

 That’s the best value we

 could receive.”  

Together the IMTC AHIMT instructional cadre 
represents almost a millennium of front-line training 
experience with O-305, the other AHIMT courses, 
and their antecedents, an unmatched combination 
of knowledge, skill, and understanding that delivers 
an exceptional learning experience to participants 
and delivers proven value to their agencies.    

IMTC’s AHIMT Training Course (0-305), presents the foundational knowledge of the IMT 
Planning Process needed for the entire position-specific curricula. The All-Hazards Incident 
Management Team Course is a primer with some of the nation’s most experienced 
instructors teaching members of state and regional AHIMTs to better understand their 
responsibilities and authority within the National Incident Management System (NIMS).

IMTC’s AHIMT Training Course provides AHIMT professionals with crucial insights into 
highly-successful AHIMT performance. Successful participant-teams leave the course as 
more cohesive units, an especially valued team characteristic during complex incidents or 
major events that extend into the second operational period. The IMTC course is designed 
to give participating teams the knowledge and NIMS-based skill sets required to support 
an existing ICS structure, assume command of an incident as needed, and simplify the 
transition to a Type 2 or Type 1 IMT for incidents of national significance, if required.


